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Abstract: We present in this paper a software
module which provides simulation and dynamic vi-
sualization (algorithm animation) of selected graph
algorithms. The graphs as data structures and
graph algorithms are a very important part of Data
Structures and Algorithms undergraduate course
in a computer science curriculum. The designed
and prepared software module provides advanced
functionality on graphs and algorithms, step-wise
and overall mode of animation in both directions –
forward and step-back visualization. Our software
module can serve as a very useful teaching tool for
students and programmers who need to simulate
some algorithms on graphs as data structures.

Index Terms: graph, graph algorithm, JavaFX,
teaching software, university didactic, visualization

1. INTRODUCTION

ALGORITHMS play a crucial rôle in the process
of design programs. Furthermore, algorithms

and data structures are essential topics in the
undergraduate computer science curriculum. A
study of data structures and algorithms can give a
rise to writing more efficient programs [21]. Algo-
rithms can be studied based on the mathematical
and empirical analyses. Today, the visualization of
algorithms is another and a very popular way to
study algorithms and it is currently being investi-
gated. An algorithm visualization can be defined
as the use of images to convey some useful
information about algorithms. That information can
be a visual illustration of an algorithm’s operation,
of its performance on different kinds of inputs, or of
its execution speed versus that of other algorithms
for the same problem.

There are two main variations of algorithm vi-
sualization: static algorithm visualization and dy-
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namic algorithm visualization (also known as al-
gorithm animation).

An application of algorithm visualization can
be found in research and education. Benefits for
research are mostly that the visualization of an
algorithm can uncover some unknown features of
algorithms or can help improve the algorithm [28].

The application of algorithm visualization to
education helps students in learning algorithms.
Visualization and simulation can show basic prin-
ciples of an algorithm, can help illustrate how a
particular step of algorithm works. When a sim-
ulation allows interactively to change input data,
then we can compare how an algorithm behaves
on different input data.

Of course, it is true that students can learn
and understand algorithms, also, without using
a visualization and animation. But the reality is
that many researchers and educators assume that
students would learn an algorithm faster and more
thoroughly using algorithm visualization [6], [7],
[16], [18].

In this paper, we focus on the teaching tool
for visualization and animation of graphs and se-
lected graph algorithm. In section 2, we compare
some well-known tools with similar functionalities
that our software tool has and we explain the need
for development of new tools. In section 3, we
present our motivation for modernization of the
teaching process and how we expect an increase
of the attractiveness in the discussed topic for
students. The section 4 sketches particular parts
of design, deployment and application of our soft-
ware tool. We conclude our paper with section 5
where we summarize our ideas and discuss future
steps.

2. RELATED WORK

A relatively wide range of free and easily ac-
cessible tools for visualizing graph algorithms are
available. Before developing our application, we
examined several similar solutions, of which we
focused primarily on Graph Online [2], Data Struc-
ture Visualizations [5], and Algorithm Visualizer
[1]. We tried to combine the positives of these
applications, avoid negatives, and be inspired by
the best functionalities they offer.
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None of the related applications mentioned
above allow visualization of all graph algorithms
that are presented in the course for which our
software was developed as a didactic tool. They
also do not contain a detailed description of the
algorithm steps performed in the way we have
suggested. This was the main reason why we
decided to develop an application that will be
clear and easy to use even for beginners in the
field of graphs and algorithms and will meet the
requirements for teaching the selected topic in the
course on Data Structures and Algorithms.

The Graph Online web application offers several
options for creating a graph. The primary way is
to draw vertices and edges interactively, which is
what we focused on because it appealed to us the
most. Drawing vertices, edges, and manipulating
the graph are performed in different modes, be-
tween which it is necessary to switch. This style
of drawing was an inspiration for us because it
allows a user to create a graph according to his
needs, but constantly switching e.g. between the
mode for adding vertices and the mode for joining
vertices was inconvenient for us.

Data Structure Visualizations and Algorithm Vi-
sualizer are tools that visualize algorithms on pre-
pared graphs. They do not allow user to create
a graph or modify the one that is displayed by
default. The user is therefore limited to work with
the graph that is offered. Data Structure Visual-
izations give users a choice of at least two graphs
on which the algorithm is to be visualized, but it
may be the case that none of the recommended
graphs will meet the user’s requirements.

The way the algorithms are visualized is very
similar in all selected applications. It is mostly
a color highlighting of graph objects that can
be played automatically or manually stepped by
the user. Furthermore, the Data Structure Visual-
izations application explains the steps performed
more markedly, e.g. using a queue. The other
two applications perform visualization only on the
graph without any further explanation. Although
the Algorithm Visualizer offers the code of a
graph algorithm, during the visualization it does
not highlight its parts that are currently being
executed, and besides, shown code is written in a
specific programming language like Java and not
in pseudo-code, which can be considered quite
limiting.

In our application, all the valuable functionalities
offered by the mentioned tools were used. We
also supplemented the application with our own
ideas and suggestions to be in compliance with
the requirements of the course for which it was
created.

3. MOTIVATION FOR USING SOFTWARE TOOLS IN THE
TEACHING PROCESS

In this section, we briefly present the motivation
for integrating new technologies into the teaching
process and how we apply them. We focus on ex-
tending a standard method of teaching with the in-
novated elements using the visualizing software –
we present a contribution to teaching moderniza-
tion which aim is innovation and increasing the at-
tractiveness of the existing course on Data Struc-
tures and Algorithms located at the website https:
//kurzy.kpi.fei.tuke.sk/usaa/student/ along with the
course content placed into the Moodle LMS.

3.1. The Course on Data Structures and Algo-
rithms

In computer science education, many new prac-
tical skills must be taught. It is of prime impor-
tance to give students who learn system-software
concepts a solid base of knowledge without any
unnecessary details [9], [14]. In fact, software en-
gineering does not mean only to write better pro-
grams [12], [25]. The course on Data Structures
and Algorithms which is provided by the Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and Informatics, Technical
University of Košice, for the undergraduate degree
in the study program Computer Science has been
taught partly by conventional teaching methods
which include lecturing and face-to-face interac-
tion in a classroom and partly by using teaching
software. The use of software is significant and
plays a growing rôle in education, in particular in
academic courses in computer science and math-
ematics [19]. Lecturing is provided by a teacher.
The teacher delivers a content to students and
learning level can be measured with the help
of a written examination. Our main idea was to
contribute to innovations based on presenting and
visualizing behavior of selected graph algorithms
more understandably and attractively. Research,
experimental and development work were realized
under the educational project “A development of
the new semantic technologies in educating of
young IT experts”.

3.2. A Visualizing Tool in Teaching Process

The software is focused on improving and mak-
ing teaching methods applied to the lecture and
laboratory part of the course more attractive. Our
goal was to apply modern software solutions in
this course as a significant help in teaching lec-
tures and laboratory exercises, to support the self-
study and to motivate students to realize exper-
iments with graphs. Presented software module
will allow an illustrative and understandable use
of selected graph algorithms with the main focus
on dynamic visualization and showing particu-
lar steps of applying the algorithm shown in a
pseudo-code. This process is modeled in one-
to-one correspondence: each visual change of a
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graph is expressed by a particular step of the
algorithm in the pseudo-code. In this way, we
achieve greater clarity in the applied procedures
and principles in the course teaching.

Based on experience with the course on Data
Structures and Algorithms, we identified points in
which we can bring innovations and make this
course more attractive for students and young IT
experts. We revised the content of the course to
reflect the current state of the art in the world
(mostly oriented towards modern technologies).
Some modules for visualizing selected algorithms
have been developed and they are successfully
used in teaching the course [23], [24]. We think
that modern visualizing methods can significantly
help and we want to apply them, but we do not
want to avoid using standard methods [22]. Of
course, we see those standard teaching meth-
ods – an explanation, algorithm demonstration
on an example by a teacher and its practical
implementation on laboratory exercise by students
with the help of teacher where the rôle of the
educator/teacher is indispensable and cannot be
so simply omitted.

3.3. Results and Outcomes

We expect the practical outcomes of using
the software tool in teaching computer science
courses oriented to formal principles and software
engineering with focusing on the proper imple-
mentation of graph algorithms in selected practical
problems. One of the advantages can also be
putting this software into practice for distance
learning. Our software tool can serve as a modern
interactive learning tool, as a support for new
teachers in the course, and as a tool for IT experts
using applications of graphs.

Proposed teaching software can help teachers
(and educators) in better and illustrative form for
students:

• during the lectures, the teacher can present
examples directly and interactively; or at least
use prepared examples depicted on screen-
shots;

• at laboratory exercises and seminars, exam-
ples can be explained step-wise with a pos-
sible change of input parameters and graph
parameters to show the possible differences
in algorithms’ simulations.

Teaching software can be very useful for stu-
dents especially in the following cases:

• during the laboratory work for interactive sim-
ulation of particular graph algorithm when
changing the input parameters and graph
configurations;

• in the phase of self-studying, applying the
study-by-experiments method;

• in case of doing research or simulations when
visual output is needed, especially when

preparing own software solution for some
graph problem.

The theoretical outcomes of using the software
package can find their application in the field of
further research on the issue of interactive and
experiential teaching of theoretical principles of
graph algorithms in computer science. We expect
a raising of interest in simulations of algorithms
and combining the theoretical principles with prac-
tical skills thank to simulations and visual repre-
sentations, as well.

4. SOFTWARE TOOL

This paper describes a tool enabling visual-
ization of graph algorithms such as depth-first
search [26], breadth-first search [27], test for bi-
partite [20], finding graph components [17], Di-
jkstra’s algorithm, Bellman-Ford algorithm and
Floyd-Warshall algorithm to find the shortest path
in a graph [4], isomorphism test [29], check of
Eulerian and Hamiltonian graphs [8], [13], iden-
tification of minimum spanning tree using the al-
gorithm of Kruskal and Jarník [3], and detection of
a critical path [11]. An application was created as
a teaching tool for Data Structures and Algorithms
course and it was developed within a practical part
of the master’s thesis [15]. The primary purpose
of the application was to provide the users with
a comprehensible explanation of chosen graph
algorithms, mainly by visualizing them. The key
part is to visualize each step of the algorithm in
a way that is clear and easily understandable. In
the next sections, we describe the tool in more
depth, namely the user interface and all the func-
tionalities that the application offers. Next, we also
specify its technical specification and using a UML
diagram, we describe how the application was
designed and developed.

4.1. User Interface and Functionalities

The created teaching tool is largely a single-
frame application. In the process of designing the
user interface, we focused on the availability of all
crucial objects and functionalities that are neces-
sary for the manipulation with the graphs and for
the correct visualization of them. The application
consists of the following basic parts:

• canvas, primarily dedicated to the manipula-
tion of the graphs and controlling the visual-
ization (Figure 1 – case a);

• list of implemented graph algorithms together
with brief descriptions of their behavior (Fig-
ure 1 – case b);

• a side panel that displays the pseudo-code
of the chosen graph algorithm together with
listings of various intermediate data, which
we get during traversing the graph (Figure 1
– case c).

(Figure 1 – see appendix)
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After familiarization with the tool’s user interface,
we can proceed to the description of its partic-
ular functionalities. The creation of a graph and
selecting an algorithm are necessary for running
a visualization, which is the primary focus of this
tool.

The first functionality is the creation of a graph.
There are three implemented methods of how a
graph can be created. We aimed to enable a user
to create any graph, which can be done easily
by drawing – that is the primary way of creating
an arbitrary graph. By clicking the left button on
the mouse anywhere on the canvas, the vertices
are created with numbered labels. Already existing
vertices can be connected by edges, which are
created by subsequently double-clicking both the
vertices the user wants to connect. In the graph
theory, several types of edges are known, such
as directed, undirected, weighted, unweighted,
multiple, graph loops, etc. For the purpose of this
application, we limited the types to create only di-
rected and undirected edges, and also to weighted
and unweighted edges. Therefore, the application
does not support the creation of multiple edges
and graph loops.

For the user who does not need to create a
custom graph or only needs to demonstrate the vi-
sualization of the algorithms in a faster way, there
is an option to choose a graph from examples,
which is the second way of graph creation. The
complete list of given sample graphs can be found
in Graph examples. Any graph from the examples
can be added to the canvas by a simple click on
a button. Such a graph can be edited in the same
way as a graph that was drawn. The user still can
add and remove any vertices or edges and edit
them.

The third option for creating a graph is to import
it from an XML file. A specific structure of the XML
format was defined for this application, which is
shown in Listing 1.

Listing 1: XML file with a specific structure
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<GRAPH>
<NODE>
<ID>1</ID>
<LABEL>4</LABEL>

</NODE>
<NODE>
<ID>2</ID>
<LABEL>2</LABEL>

</NODE>
<EDGE>
<ID>1-2</ID>
<DIRECTION>yes</DIRECTION>
<FROM_ID>1</FROM_ID>
<TO_ID>2</TO_ID>

</EDGE>
<WEIGHT>

<ID>SpriteEdge1-2</ID>
<EDGE_ID>1-2</EDGE_ID>
<LABEL>17</LABEL>

</WEIGHT>
<NODE_NOTE>
<ID>SpriteNode2</ID>
<NODE_ID>2</NODE_ID>
<LABEL>[17 ; 17]</LABEL>

</NODE_NOTE>
<NODE_NOTE>
<ID>SpriteNode1</ID>
<NODE_ID>1</NODE_ID>
<LABEL>[0 ; 0]</LABEL>

</NODE_NOTE>
</GRAPH>

The GRAPH element can consist of four
elements: NODE, EDGE, WEIGHT, and
NODE_NOTE. Each NODE must have a unique
ID, and if we want the vertex label to be different
from its ID, then a different LABEL has to be
defined. For all edges, it is mandatory to define
a unique ID, DIRECTION (yes/no), and ID of the
two vertices that the edge connects (FROM_ID
and TO_ID). It is also mandatory to specify a
WEIGHT element for each edge. It must have a
unique ID, information about the edge to which
it is assigned (EDGE_ID), and if the edge is to
be weighted, then the LABEL element is also
required. The last element is NODE_NOTE. It
represents a text that is displayed at the vertex in
a graph (for example, the degree of a vertex). If
we want to have this element defined in the XML
file, then it must have a unique ID, information
about a vertex to which it belongs (NODE_ID)
and the text itself included in a LABEL element.

As we have already mentioned, the defined
structure of the XML consists of mandatory (all el-
ements highlighted in red) and optional elements.
If any of the mandatory elements are missing or
there is an error in the syntax of any element, be it
optional or mandatory, no graph will be imported.
The user is notified about such an error. After
importing a correct XML file, a graph is generated
and can be modified by the user in any way.
Export of a graph to an XML file with a defined
structure is possible for a graph created in any of
the mentioned ways.

After a graph is created, there is a possibility
to change some of its attributes additionally. A
graph can be modified easily anytime, by changing
vertices properties, edge properties, or the whole
graph.

Modifying a vertex means to change the number
of the label, mark a vertex as a starting vertex or
ending vertex for an algorithm or delete the vertex
entirely. These change options are available after
a right-click on a vertex.

Any edge can be adjusted by changing its at-
tributes, which depends on the type of the edge
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– if it is directed or not and also if it is weighted
or not. In a case that an edge is undirected or
unweighted, the direction or weight of the edge
can be set, and by that, it becomes a directed
or weighted edge for which there is an option to
change or remove its weight or direction anytime.
In all cases, the edge can be also deleted. All of
the mentioned options are displayed after a right-
click in the middle of the edge.

There is also a possibility to change the whole
graph globally by a right-click on canvas anywhere
except on any of the objects of a graph. The
change options include deleting all the weights of
the edges, deleting all the directions of the edges,
deleting all the node notes, deleting all the edges
completely, and deleting all the vertices from the
canvas. It is also possible to reset the graph to its
original state, so any properties acquired during a
visualization will be removed.

Another functionality of the learning aid is a
selection of a graph algorithm to be visualized.
The user can choose an algorithm from the list of
implemented algorithms in the tool. Each provided
algorithm is accompanied by a brief description of
its behavior. A selection of an algorithm is followed
by displaying the pseudo-code for the particular
algorithm in the side panel. Also, useful interme-
diate data are provided there during traversing
the graph. Therefore, each step of the algorithm
is explained in detail, while the visualization is
in progress. Providing an intermediated data pre-
cisely together with the pseudo-code in real-time
was our primary focus as it makes this application
a good tool to use in the process of learning
and understanding the workings of various graph
algorithms.

In a situation, when a graph is created and a
graph algorithm is selected, the user can proceed
to run a visualization. There are two ways of
how visualization can be triggered. One is an
automatic run of the visualization, which means
each step of the visualization is played subse-
quently without any user input in a chosen time
interval for every step. The interval can be set by
the user before or during the run. The automatic
run can be paused and resumed anytime during
the visualization process. The second method of
running a visualization is manual. The user can
control the course of the algorithm visualization by
clicking a button and therefore manually triggering
the next or previous step in the process. All the
buttons that are used to control the visualization
are located above the canvas.

The use of either method to start a visualization
results with the same functioning. An essential
part of the visualization process (mainly for the
learning purposes) is the displaying of each exe-
cuted step by color-coding both the specific parts
of the pseudo-code and the corresponding objects

in the graph. For example, if the algorithm needs
to find all neighbors of a current vertex, a pseudo-
code line describing this is highlighted in one
color, such as yellow, and all found neighbor ver-
tices are also colored in yellow (Figure 2). On the
top of the highlighted pseudo-code lines, a user is
provided with an already mentioned explanation of
the current step and also with intermediate data.
The most emphasis was put on this feature as it
is aimed to help students better understand and
see how the graph algorithms work. We suppose
this application would be helpful and easy to use,
making a learning process of graph algorithms
easier and faster.

(Figure 2 – see appendix)

4.2. Technical Specification

The software we created is a JavaFX applica-
tion. JavaFX [10] is a platform designed, among
other things, to create desktop Java applications
that are supported by many operating systems,
the most common of which are Microsoft Win-
dows, macOS, or Linux. The primary reason
why we chose the JavaFX platform was that we
decided to implement the GraphStream library,
mainly because it provides many interesting func-
tionalities. It supports the creation of various types
of graphs, editing them additionall and offering
several options for styling each object in the graph,
and much more. This library met most of our
requirements, which were set before the devel-
opment of the application when we already had
an idea of what the visualization of the algorithms
should look like. JavaFX and Java version 9.0.4
were used when creating the application.

The application is distributed as a self-contained
executable JAR file that includes configuration and
all necessary dependencies, which allows direct
usage and does not require to have the proper
Java version installed in advance since everything
needed has been packaged into one file.

4.3. Implementation of a Tool

The simplified UML diagram (Figure 3) shows
how the application was designed and developed.
The figure illustrates only selected parts of the tool
that are responsible for manipulating the graph
and controlling the course of the algorithm visu-
alization (the provided UML diagram presents a
depth-first search algorithm; the way of implemen-
tation of the other graph algorithms is identical).

(Figure 3 – see appendix)

When the application is started, the start()
method is called in the App class, which loads the
app.fxml file and creates the AppController class.
The methods in the AppController class are used
to handle elements in a given fxml file. Moreover,
the DrawPanelFX class is created at startup.
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The DrawPanelFX class is important because
it creates an interactive canvas to display and
work with graphs. Especially, the drawingGraph()
method is worth mentioning, due to its respon-
sibility for creating vertices, edges, editing them
additionally, and everything else that is allowed to
do by clicking on the canvas.

We mentioned that the application enables a
user to select a graph from a set of sample graphs,
the preview of which is provided by the AppCon-
troller class. Without calling the drawingGraph()
method, only the DrawPanelFX class is used to
display the graph, and therefore this class is also
created in the AppController.

The presented UML diagram does not include
methods that, after selecting an algorithm, dis-
play appropriate pseudocode and fields to list the
performed steps of the chosen algorithm. Nev-
ertheless, these methods are part of the class
AppController.

Further, we move on to the description of
the way the algorithms were implemented. Three
classes were created for each graph algorithm –
one main class which extends the Algorithm class
and two more for an automatic run of the visual-
ization and manual stepping. In the UML diagram,
describing the implementation of the depth-first
search algorithm, the three classes mentioned are
DFS, DFSStep, and DFSPlay.

Pressing the play button above the canvas and
calling the play() method creates an instance of
the main class of the algorithm – DFS. Based on
the selected type of visualization, in this case it
is a method of an automatic run of the visualiza-
tion, an appropriate class is created – DFSPlay.
The playDFS() method ensures that the algorithm
steps are played, for which a user sets a time
interval. Because the Algorithm class extends the
Thread class, it is possible to call the sleep()
method in the playDFS() method to provide the
desired pause between the steps. The pause()
and stop() methods are used to interrupt or com-
pletely stop the visualization.

Another implemented visualization method is
to manually step an algorithm by pressing the
forward and backward buttons. The first time the
forward button is pressed, the main class of
the algorithm – DFS – is created, followed by
the class DFSStep. The program continues by
calling the playBeforeStepping() method, where
the data structure ArrayList <StepTemp> is filled
with algorithm steps as StepTemp objects. Sub-
sequently, by pressing the forward and backward
buttons, a user goes through the pre-stored steps
of the algorithm, thus the both methods stepFor-
ward() (stepDFSForward()) and stepBackward()
(stepDFSBackwards()) are called in the back-
ground.

This is a brief overview of the classes and

methods that are the most important and used
in process of visualization. The application has
many other classes, which, for example, display
the confirmation and error alerts, provide export
and import of the graphs as XML files, etc. As
these are not such important functionalities, and
even without them the visualization itself would
eventually be possible, we decided not to add
them to the simplified UML diagram of the appli-
cation.

4.4. User Domain of a Teaching Tool
The main goal of the application is to pro-

vide users with a demonstrative and clear visu-
alization of selected graph algorithms. It is not
intended only for students of the course Data
Structures and Algorithms, but for all those who
are interested in this field. Our tool allows users
to create any graphs in several ways, of which
the process of drawing a graph interactively can
certainly be considered mostly beneficial. Thus,
the application gives users the space to create
graphs according to their needs, on which it is
possible to visualize any of the implemented graph
algorithms. The created software can be used
as a didactic aid in the teaching process, which
clarifies and describes in detail the principles of
presented graph algorithms, as well as a tool for
experimenting with graphs and algorithms, which
we hope is attractive for young IT experts and will
be fully utilized by them.

5. CONCLUSION

Based on our research on simulation-based
tools for the education of computer science stu-
dents in the formal modeling, analysis, and rea-
soning of graphs and graph algorithms, we pre-
sented a software module that is ready to be
used in the teaching process for the course on
Data Structures and Algorithms. Our software
module provides visual simulation and explanation
of selected graph algorithms. We are convinced
that increasing of programming skills in concrete
topic can be supported also by visualizing and
simulating methods. Thus, our software module
can serve as a very suitable tool for studying the
graphs and graph algorithms and their properties.
We plan in our future work to design and pre-
pare more visualizing tools that will be suitable
for other topics in the field of Data Structures
and Algorithms and to integrate them into one
software package. We expect that this research
significantly contributes to improving and shar-
ing our theoretical and practical experience and
knowledge in the domain of the solved problems.
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(a) canvas and buttons for controlling the visualization

(b) part of the list of implemented algorithms (c) a side panel

Fig. 1: Basic parts of the graphical interface of the application
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Fig. 2: Visualizing a breadth-first search algorithm
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Fig. 3: Simplified UML diagram of the tool
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